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Nuline NLMF1400/2 Two
Glass Door Laboratory

Freezers, 1400L

$14,580.00 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

The Nuline NLMF1400/2 Two Glass Door Laboratory Freezers, with a spacious 1400L capacity, are an essential asset for any
laboratory setting. These cutting-edge freezers from the NLMF1400/1 Series are equipped with a user-friendly digital display
and built-in alarms to ensure precise temperature control. Featuring automatic water disposal, five PVC-coated shelves, a sleek
White Colourbond interior and exterior, and a durable stainless steel interior floor, these freezers offer superior functionality
and easy maintenance. The inclusion of glass doors with the option of solid doors, along with a secure door lock and convenient
castors, makes them an ideal choice for laboratories seeking dependable storage solutions with optimal convenience and
security.
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The Nuline NLMF1400/2 is a remarkable Two Glass Door
Laboratory Freezer
with a generous capacity of 1400 Litres. Part of the NLMF1400/1 Series, this laboratory freezer is a testament to Australian
design and manufacturing excellence, making it the perfect choice for a wide range of scientific and medical applications in
laboratories, pharmacies, and hospitals. Its spacious interior features five rows of shelves behind each of the two glass doors,
providing ample storage space for a variety of laboratory and medical supplies. The entire cabinet is elegantly finished in
Colorbond, ensuring durability and a clean, professional appearance.
One of the standout features of the NLMF1400/2 is its advanced cooling system, which employs fan-forced cooling to maintain
a stable and consistent temperature throughout the entire unit. This capability is crucial for protecting valuable inventory from
temperature fluctuations that could compromise the integrity of sensitive samples and materials. Additionally, the freezer is
equipped with user-friendly digital controllers, making it easy to set and monitor the desired temperature levels. The Nuline
NLMF1400/2 is the epitome of reliability and convenience, making it an indispensable asset for any laboratory, pharmacy, or
hospital seeking top-tier refrigeration solutions.

Key Features of Nuline NLMF1400/2 Two Glass Door Laboratory Freezers:

Clear digital display and included alarms
Automatic water drainage system
Ten shelves coated with PVC
Interior and exterior finished in white Colorbond
Stainless steel interior flooring
The door can be either glass or solid, with the option for a door lock
Equipped with castors for easy mobility

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Australia

External Colour Stainless Steel

Brand Nuline

Model NLMF1400/2

Warranty 5 Year Parts and Labour

Temperature Operating Range C - 18 to 22 °C

Climate / Ambient Temperature Rating 10-32°C

Temperature Display / Control Digital control

Refrigerant R404a

External Dimensions (mm) 1480(W) x 830 (D) x 2050 (H)

Internal Dimensions (mm) 1330 (W) x 630 (D) x 1465 (H)

Capacity/Volume Volume - 1400 Litres

Leg / Caster information Castors

Power Information Power Supply = 10 AMP

Door Information LH, RH Glass Door

Packaged Dimensions (mm) 1350 (W) x 850 (D) x 2250 (H)

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

No. of Shelves Included 10
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About the Product
Get the best deal on the Nuline NLMF1400/2, a 1400L laboratory
freezer with two glass doors. Purchase this freezer or any other
commercial laboratory freezers and enjoy Australia-wide delivery.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $15,714.00
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